They say once Ioda
Whirl up, sea-
Whirl your pointed
Splash your great
On our rocks
Hurl your great
Cover us in

Whirl up, sea
Whirl your pointed
Splash your great
On our rocks
Hurl your great
Cover us in
WE START WITH NOTHING.

NO REASON FOR DARK WONDER.

REVIVING OF ENGINES.
Death is the end.
Birth is the end.

WITH NOTHING
FOR SUCH SHADOW
ENGINE BO
Dream Mountain
White sheets melt
Into contours
Clouded with snow
Ice blinking
in the darkness, where
Memory booms
Like an avalanche
And rivers of cut glass
Bear you down
Into the iris-blue
Plainsong of morning

A. S. L.
The multitude cannot be adequately represented in a political structure that is not based on solidarity. In theory, it is possible to protect the interests of the multitude through representative institutions, but in practice, it is often the privileged few who make the decisions at the expense of the many. Therefore, it is crucial to establish a system that truly reflects the will of the people and ensures that their voices are heard.
With intricacies of step & sit
A generation capable shouldn't
You can't annoy an idea
You won't see any SMH level
Weddings are meant for two
Dollar Movie of the Week
Wearing Suit
It might just come but pass

If J. Saramouch up really big

and want to put my legs
Fair Pay
For all
Star is Poetic.